Packaging
Line Control
Made Easy
Introducing the only universal marking and
coding automation platform that works with
virtually any hardware or software.

Centralize packaging control—
regardless of equipment technology or vendor.
Simplify your setup. Scale your operations when ready.
Consolidated control over all marking and coding across primary, secondary and tertiary packaging lines just

got easier. MPERIA seamlessly integrates with virtually any coding equipment, data file or enterprise system. It’s so
adaptable, you’ll never need to re-engineer existing data systems or modify current workflows.

Flexible architecture and our library of standard plugin drivers—along with the use of common communication
protocols—keeps integration costs down and makes equipment upgrades easy. Unparalleled system performance
allows limitless extensibility to multiple lines and plants to keep up with your growth.
Mastermind your production lines.

Cut down your downtime. Reduce user error and recalls.

Increase efficiency—across the production floor

Automate code and message changeovers—and

and control marking at every stage of your packaging—

synchronizes with any ERP/WMS system or database to

or around the world. MPERIA enables you to manage

keep accuracy and compliance at its best. MPERIA

primary, secondary and tertiary—all from a single

automatically send data to the production floor, from

location. Control one printhead, one production line—or

unique codes to serialization and batching. Integrate

many. Meanwhile, line operators need only be trained on

your vision systems to report back to the central system,

a single system to start jobs, manage changeovers, and

verifying that codes, text and graphics are accurate and

resolve issues faster.

readable at every point—from product to pallet.

Limitless scalability—control
multiple production lines as well
as multiple plant locations.

Primary printer
(e.g., “sell by” date)

MPERIA controllers provide a
central point of control from
any point on the network.

Scale or other
auxiliary device

Interfaces with ERP/WMS systems
and databases for automation,
accuracy, and complete visibility.

Secondary printer
(e.g., description of contents)

Camera, scanner or
other auxillary device
Tertiary printer
(e.g., pallet ID)

Multiple MPERIA® controllers
synchronized from one folder.

Enterprise
system
ERP/WMS

File server

Flat file
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Third-party
auxiliary
equipment

I/O control/
PLC functions
Third-party printers
Verification
Primary coding

Secondary coding
and branding
No Middleware. MPERIA software
runs on any MPERIA printer controller,
a secure appliance providing your
central user interface at any point on
the network. No added server hardware
or software is required.

Tertiary coding

Integrate now. Be ready for
what’s next. Here’s how.
Enterprise system integration. MPERIA netFolder—

Equipment integration. MPERIA manages multiple

MPERIA and your existing enterprise systems. This

Marking Systems’ high-performance printheads, as well

means you can update messaging to all printheads on

as those from other manufacturers. In addition, manage

your packaging line, with no need for specialized server

barcode readers, vision systems, scales and actuators all

software or hardware. Methods for custom integration

through MPERIA’s single, one-touch interface. Choose

are also supported.

from our library of existing plugins or easily create

a shared folder—synchronizes variable data between

devices and print technologies, including Matthews

your own.

Stop waiting. Start updating. Modernizing your packaging line is usually
no small feat—until now. Only MPERIA® fits in anywhere to truly adapt to your
environment. No IT headaches. No custom development. Centralizing and
automating your marking and coding could hardly be easier.
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Matthews Marking Systems is a global supplier

of printing systems and consumables for product
identification, branding, operational marking,
and regulatory compliance.
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To learn more, visit matthewsmarking.com
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With more than 160 years of marking and coding

Americas | Pittsburgh, PA | O: +1 800 775 7775 | matthewsmarking.com

experience, we’ve established a global reputation as

Asia | Beijing, China | O: +86 10 88796525 | matthewsmarking.cn

a premier innovator and manufacturer in the marking
and coding industry.
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